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Structure of Functionally Activated
Small Ribosomal Subunit
at 3.3 A˚ Resolution
copy (cryo-EM) have also revealed new features of ribo-
somal particles and their complexes (Gabashvili et al.,
1999b, 2000; Stark et al., 2000). In parallel, the structures
of several ribosomal protein–RNA complexes have been
determined at high resolution (Conn et al., 1999; Wim-
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berly et al., 1999; Agalarov et al., 2000; Nikulin et al.,*Max-Planck-Research Unit for Ribosomal
2000).Structure
The small ribosomal subunit from T. thermophilus22603 Hamburg
contains 19 proteins (Tsiboli et al., 1994), a small poly-Germany
peptide of 26 amino acids, called Thx (Choli et al., 1993)†Weizmann Institute
and an RNA chain, called 16S, of 1518 nucleotides (Mur-
76100 Rehovot zina et al., 1988). Base pairing and stacking interactions
Israel induce local folding of most of this long RNA chain,
‡Max-Planck-Institute for Molecular Genetics resulting in multiple junctions of helical regions, fre-
14195 Berlin quently interrupted by mismatches and internal bulges.
Germany The structure of the small subunit, presented here at
3.3 A˚ resolution (Figure 1), is an essentially complete
molecular description. It includes 1457 nucleotides and
most of the fold of all 19 proteins belonging to thisSummary
particle. It shows known as well as newly detected fold-
ing and packing motifs. It provides insight into the de-
The small ribosomal subunit performs the decoding coding mechanism and its universality, and highlights
of genetic information during translation. The struc- the role of selected components in maintaining the so-
ture of that from Thermus thermophilus shows that phisticated architecture of the ribosome.
the decoding center, which positions mRNA and three
tRNAs, is constructed entirely of RNA. The entrance
to the mRNA channel will encircle the message when Results and Discussion
a latch-like contact closes and contributes to pro-
cessivity and fidelity. Extended RNA helical elements Structure Determination
that run longitudinally through the body transmit struc- The 3.3 A˚ resolution map (Figure 1 and Table 1), obtained
tural changes, correlating events at the particle’s far by multiple isomorphous replacement and anomalous
end with the cycle of mRNA translocation at the decod- scattering (MIRAS) is sufficiently clear that most of the
structure could be traced. In many regions bases wereing region. 96% of the nucleotides were traced and
well separated and purines and pyrimidines could bethe main fold of all proteins was determined. The latter
assigned. Likewise, many of the proteins loop and sideare either peripheral or appear to serve as linkers.
chains could be identified. The ribosome is a molecularSome may assist the directionality of translocation.
machine with multiple states, and particular segments
are likely to be disordered in any one of these states.
Introduction Although improvement is expected at higher resolution,
we believe that most of the less well resolved map re-
Ribosomes are the universal ribonucleoprotein particles gions, accounting for less than 4% of all nucleotides,
that translate the genetic code into proteins. They are show that these RNA segments are indeed flexible.
built of two subunits, which associate upon initiation Our structure contains most of the 16S nucleotides
of protein synthesis. The large subunit (1.45 MDa in and all the proteins of the 30S subunit. Localization of
bacterial ribosomes) catalyzes the peptide bond forma- the proteins was based on the large body of noncrys-
tion and provides a path for the nascent polypeptide tallographic information, as described in (Tocilj et al.,
chain. The small subunit (0.85 MDa) initiates mRNA en- 1999). We placed the structures of S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,
gagement, decodes the message, governs mRNA and S15, S17, S18, and S19, as determined by X-ray crystal-
tRNA translocation, and controls fidelity of codon– lography or NMR (Ramakrishnan and White, 1998; Helg-
anticodon interactions. strand et al., 1999; Agalarov et al., 2000) and identified
Recent reports describe crystallographically deter- density that should account for most of the parts of
mined low- and medium-resolution partial structures for these proteins that were not determined in isolation. We
the intact ribosome (70S) from T. thermophilus, at 7.8 A˚ also identified parts of the known structures that seem
(Cate et al., 1999), the large subunit from Haloarcula to assume different conformations within the ribosome.
marismortui, at 5 A˚ (Ban et al., 1999), the small (30S) In addition, we traced, fully or partially, proteins S2, S3,
subunit from T. thermophilus, at 5.5 A˚ (Clemons et al., S9, S10, S11, S12, S13, S14, S16, and S20. As for the
1999), and the activated form of this subunit, at 4.5 A˚ above, the positioning of these proteins was based on
(Tocilj et al., 1999). Advances in electron cryomicros- the available biochemical, biophysical, and functional
data. We confirmed the positions of S11 and S13 by
the independent localization of heavy-atom clusters that§ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: franceschi@
were bound to their exposed cysteines prior to crystalli-molgen.mpg.de).
k These authors contributed equally to the work. zation (Weinstein et al., 1999).
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Figure 1. The Small Subunit and Its Electron Density Map
(Left and center) A stereo representation of the full model described in this paper. RNA is shown in gold, using a ribbon backbone and simple
lines for base pairs. The differently colored helical segments and loops are the proteins. The major subdivisions are labeled: H, head; B, body;
S, shoulder; P, platform; N, nose; F, foot.
In all figures, the head is at the top of the drawing and the foot at the bottom.
These portions of Figures 1–3 were made with Ribbons (Carson, 1997).
(Right) Segments showing RNA (top and middle pannels) and proteins (bottom) of the MIRAS map at 3.3 A˚ resolution, with the model
superimposed. Made with O (Jones and Kjeldgaard, 1997).
Global Organization of the Small Subunit extensions of proteins which penetrate into rRNA re-
gions, similar to those detected in the nucleosomeThe particle that emerges from our map (Figure 1) con-
tains the morphological features familiar from cryo-EM (Luger et al., 1997). Some of them reach distal proteins.
For example, protein S12 contains a long tail whichreconstructions. The traditional subdivisions are the
“head,” “neck,” and “body”; the body has a “shoulder,” spans the particle, extending toward S17 (Figure 2).
Parts missing in the available crystallographic or NMRa “platform,” and a “foot” with a “toe” (called also
“spur”). The head has a “nose” with a further protuber- structures that were readily traced in our map are an
a-helical region at the N terminus of S5, a b strandance, the “beak.”
Three long helices, called here “longitudinal” to desig- protruding from S7, and a short arm originating at S18
and pointing toward S6.nate their direction, H44, H7, and H16/H17 (Figure 2) run
parallel to the long axis of the subunit (vertically in the Only one protein, S12, is located at the RNA-rich sur-
face that interacts with the large subunit. Two additionalview in Figure 1). Among them H44 and H16/H17 are
located on the rather flat surface that faces the 50S proteins, S7 and S15, that are located at the rims of the
subunit interface region, are partially involved in tRNAsubunit. The three longitudinal helices are linked by
transverse features, placed like ladder rungs between binding or in intersubunit contacts, respectively. A few
proteins, such as S4, S5, S8, and S12 may contributethem. Principal among these transverse helices are H21-
H23 (Figure 2), which lie in an inclined lune extending to the fidelity and the directionality of the translocation
(see below). About half a dozen are peripheral, locatedfrom the shoulder to the platform. The head contains
mainly short helices, in marked contrast to the long on the particle’s surface, at its solvent side. These may
have evolved at later stages to fine tune the complexduplexes of the body. It has a bilobal architecture, with
H34 serving as the bridge between hemispheres (Figure tasks and intricate recognitions required for the decod-
ing process. They also may prevent nonproductive inter-2). The head joins the body through a single RNA helix,
H28 which appears to act as a hinge. In addition, the actions with the large subunit or the initiation factors.
upper part of the shoulder (H16/H18) and the lower part
of the nose (H33/H34) form a noncovalent body–head
connection (Figures 1 and 3). We refer to this interaction The Decoding Center and Its Vicinity
The decoding center organizes mRNA and tRNA translo-as the “latch.” It surrounds the entrance to an elongated,
curved channel, proposed by us to be the conduit for cation and controls fidelity in codon–anticodon interac-
tions (Green and Noller, 1997). It is located at the upperthe mRNA chain, based on previous structural studies
(Arad et al., 1987; Mueller et al., 1997; Cate et al., 1999). part of the body and the lower part of the head. Mapping
the conserved nucleotides in the 16S RNA on our struc-All the major functional features of the subunit consist
of RNA elements; the proteins appear to serve largely ture showed remarkable conservation around this re-
gion, in accord with the universality of the decodingas struts, linkers, and supports. Of interest are long
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Table 1. MIRAS Phasing Statistics
Data Collection
Wative 1 Wative 2 Backsoak Ir IrG Os Ta6Br12
Reflections 2,186,910 327,448 725,465 154,875 218,049 82,258 99137
Unique reflections 206,724 133,199 122,788 45,748 71,096 25,593 48132
Completeness 94.7 (77.1) 80.5 (73.1) 86.4 (82.8) 91.3 (95.2) 69.3 (68.2) 70.4 (42.8) 56.1 (38.5)
Mean [I/sigma(I)] 21.9 (3.6) 12.3 (2.8) 14.5 (3.3) 11.5 (6.7) 10.7 (3.9) 12.8 (4.9) 10.5 (3.1)
Rsym 13.6 (44.1) 10.6 (29.4) 12.7 (34.7) 11.3 (34.2) 12.4 (24.8) 10.3 (46.3) 14.3 (33.2)
Dmin (A˚) 3.3 3.5 3.8 5.4 4.5 5.8 5.0
Phasing
Sites 13b 10b 8b 14 4 15 5
Rcullis (centric) — 0.67 0.60 0.64 0.87 0.82
Rcullis (acentric)a —/0.80 0.76/0.66 0.72/0.56 0.80/0.83 0.75/0.66 0.87/0.63 0.88/—
PP (centric) — 0.64 1.14 0.98 0.79 1.06 0.98
PP (acentric)a —/0.65 0.70/0.94 1.22/0.75 1.21/0.85 0.96/1.13 1.32/0.73 1.13/—
PP: phasing power 5 ,jFh(calc)j./,phase-integrated lack of closure. Rcullis 5 ,phase-integrated lack of closure./,jFph 2 Fpj.. Rcullis and
phasing power were obtained from SHARP. The compounds used for derivatization have been described in (Tocilj et al., 1999) except for Ir 5
sodium-Ir chloride. Additional minor heavy atoms used for phasing have been omitted from this table. The overall figure of merit (FOM) was
0.48 after MIRAS phasing with SHARP, and 0.78 after density modification with SOLOMON.
a Isomorphous/anomalous. Highest resolution bins are given in brackets.
b Number of W18 sites. Among them four were represented by individual atoms, the remaining sites by their spherically averaged form factor.
process. This region contains the upper part of H44, The structural elements of the decoding center create
between the head and the body an elongated, curvedH45, the 39 and 59 ends of the 16S RNA, the switch helix
(Lodmell and Dahlberg, 1997), H27, the central pseu- channel, which we assigned as the path of the mRNA.
The loop of H18 is located near the entrance to thisdoknot, H1/H2, and the stem loop of H18, and the main
transverse head element, H34 (Figure 2). channel. In our structure it bends toward the decoding
center, in agreement with crosslinking data (Powers andThe most prominent feature in the decoding center is
the upper portion of H44 (also called the “penultimate Noller, 1991; Bullard et al., 1998). Connecting between
regions known to be mobile, and interacting with thestem”), which bends toward the neck. H44 forms much
of the intersubunit contact in the assembled ribosome incoming mRNA (Dontsova et al., 1992), this region may
assume more than one conformation unless it is stabi-(Cate et al., 1999); its upper bulge—nucleotides 1492–
1498 and their base pairs 1402–1408 (E. coli number- lized. Indeed, this region is somewhat less well defined
in our map.ing)—form the A and P tRNA sites. The terminal helix,
H45, packs between H44 and H24 and leads to the 39 The positions of mRNA and tRNA in the decoding
center were determined by reference to the structureend of the 16S RNA. The 39 segment is known to be
highly flexible and contains the region that pairs with (at 7.8 A˚ resolution) of a tRNA-70S complex (Cate et al.,
1999). The entire penultimate stem is clearly defined inthe trigger (Shine-Dalgarno) sequence in the mRNA, an
interaction critical for initiation of protein synthesis. The that structure, so we superposed this region onto our
electron density map (Cate et al., 1999 and PDB entryswitch helix can undergo changes in its base-pairing
scheme; these may induce cooperative rearrangements 486D). Only a small shift was then needed to achieve a
remarkable fit of the tRNA and mRNA codons with thethat lead to movements of the platform, shoulder, and
head (Gabashvili et al., 1999b). Thus, the global confor- geometry of the decoding center (Figure 3). The required
shift, smaller than 6 A˚, may be linked to the conforma-mational state of the particle may be correlated with
the base-pairing scheme of H27 (Lodmell and Dahlberg, tional rearrangements that the small subunit undergoes
upon incorporation into the 70S particle or consequent1997). We see in our map the conformation called 912–
885 (E. coli numbering). As expected, the opening of the to the binding of the mRNA/tRNA molecules. Alterna-
tively, it may be due to the uncertainties of the limitedcentral pseudoknot is not observed, consistent with
the importance of the integrity of the pseudoknot for resolution of the 70S map. We also found similarities
between the shape of the decoding center seen in ourthe functionality of the ribosome (Poot et al., 1998).
H27 packs groove-to-groove with the upper end of structure and the contour of the corresponding part of
the NMR structure of a 26-mer oligonucleotide of E. coliH44, which is the target of amino-glycoside antibi-
otics. The structure of an RNA-paromomycin complex sequence (Fourmy et al., 1998) and with that adopted
from it in modeling attempts (VanLoock et al., 1999).(Fourmy et al., 1998) indicates that the antibiotic causes
the upper stem of H44 to bend toward H27; this bending An important conclusion, illustrated in Figure 3, is that
the anticodon loops of the A and P site tRNAs andmay, in turn, induce a displacement of H27 toward S5.
Such coordinated movement is permitted by the struc- the codon segments of the mRNA do not contact any
ribosomal proteins. The configuration of the 16S RNAture we see; it could explain the differences in strepto-
mycin protection patterns observed in naked 16S rRNA therefore determines the precise arrangement of the
interacting elements and enforces precision in codon–and in complete 30S particles (Spickler et al., 1997), as
well as the relations between mutations in H27 (Lodmell anticodon interactions. As seen at lower resolution in
the structure of the 70S complex (Cate et al., 1999),and Dahlberg, 1997) and the ribosomal ambiguity (ram)
as well as the restrictive mutations. the shape of the mRNA channel at the vicinity of the
Cell
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Figure 3. The Presumed mRNA Path
(Left) A surface representation of the subunit,
viewed from the side of the 50S subunit. The
latch is circled in cyan and the decoding cen-
ter in red. The mRNA would enter the path in
the approximate direction shown by the dark-
blue arrow, pass through the aperture defined
by the latch, and along the channel in the
near face of the subunit. The brown curved
arrows show the suggested global coopera-
tive movements of the platform and the head,
which facilitate the mRNA entrance, progres-
sion, and exit.
(Right) Enlarged image of the decoding cen-
ter region, showing the positions of tRNA an-
ticodon stem loops and mRNA codons, using
the superposition of tRNA and mRNA from
the model of Cate et al., 1999, as described
in the text. The uppermost bulge of H44 is
shown in olive, two codons of mRNA in blue, and the anticodon bases of the tRNA molecules in green (A site), magenta (P site) and gray (E
site). The right side of the figure was made with DINO (Philippsen, 2000). The contour level is 1.1 standard deviations.
decoding center dictates formation of two successive al., 1999a; Harms et al., 1999) or X-ray crystallography
kinks along the mRNA, allowing two tRNA molecules to (Clemons et al., 1999), but it is present in functional
be bound simultaneously and to be translocated with complexes of 70S ribosomes analyzed by either method
the mRNA chain, thus guaranteeing processivity. (Stark et al., 1997, 2000; Cate et al., 1999; Frank and
Inspection of the P and E sites revealed a noteworthy Agrawal, 2000). Closure of this “latch” is clearly due to
example of protein-RNA mimicry. The P site tRNA inter- the stabilization of the active conformation of the small
acts with helix H30, and a similar contour is contributed subunit in our crystals. Comparisons between the pres-
by protein S7 for its interaction with the E site tRNA. ent and previously determined 30S structures suggest
If the primitive ribosome contained only RNA, and the that latch closure results from an intricate network of
biosynthetic process required only two tRNA molecules, conformational rearrangements, involving H27, H28, and
protein S7 may have evolved as a refinement to define H34. These observations are in excellent agreement with
the third tRNA position more precisely and to assist in the findings that opening and closing of the mRNA chan-
the post translocational ejection of the E site tRNA. nel relate to the base-pairing states of the accuracy
switch (Lodmell and Dahlberg, 1997; Gabashvili et al.,
1999b), which depends in turn on the activation stateA Latch at the Entrance of the mRNA Channel
of the ribosome (Frank and Agrawal, 2000). They areThe positions of tRNA and messenger-RNA, as deter-
also in remarkable accord with recent targeting experi-mined by the superposition described above, show that
ments in which the region participating in the formationmRNA must enter the channel through a pore created
of the latch was protected in activated particles andby a noncovalent connection between the head and
exposed in nonactivated subunits (Muth et al., 2000),body (Figure 3). To form this contact, H33/H34 project
suggesting that changes in the latch elements are linkedfrom the rim of the nose, and H16/H18 project from the
to rearrangements of H34 (Stark et al., 2000) and mayshoulder, in accord with results from hydroxyl-radical
explain frame-shifting caused by pseudoknots in thecleavage experiments (Newcomb and Noller, 1999). This
mRNA (Kim et al., 1999). We propose that closing of theinteraction is not seen in structures of nonactivated
small subunits determined by cryo-EM (Gabashvili et latch provides a geometry that guarantees processivity
Figure 2. Selected Structural Elements within the Small Ribosomal Subunit
Each element is shown as ribbon representations of the RNA segments and the proteins that contribute to it, together with the superposition
of the element on the outline of the small subunit (gray). For each region the RNA secondary-structural elements are included, color coded
to match.
The decoding center: The view on the left corresponds to rotating the object in Figure 1 by about 458 around the vertical axis (counterclockwise
when seen from above), so that the platform moves toward the viewer and the nose moves away. In this view, mRNA would enter from the
right rear and exit from the left front. The view on the right is roughly perpendicular to the right one.
The head: The view is about 1808 from Figure 1, that is, from the side of the 50S subunit in an assembled ribosome. Note, for example, that
the nose now points to the left.
The shoulder is viewed from the 50S subunit side, as shown in (B).
The bottom of the particle is seen at about 908 to the viewpoint of Fig. 1, as if from the left. That is, in an assembled ribosome, the 50S subunit
would be on the left in this figure and the solvent on the right.
The platform is viewed from the solvent side, as in Figure 1. Helices H21–23 form the framework of the platform, on the solvent-facing side
of the body.
Insets: (Top right) The secondary-structure diagram of the 16S RNA from T. thermophilus (Gutell et al., 1999), with helix numbering according
to Mueller and Brimacombe, 1997.
(Middle) Within the “decoding center”: the folds of proteins S5, S12, and S17 (counterclockwise, starting on top), as examples for long
protruding arms.
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and ensures maximum fidelity. If conformational changes The shoulder contains two major, longitudinal rods,
made of H15/H18 and H16/H17 (Figure 2). Their side-in the platform and head drive translocation of mRNA-
tRNA complexes, then the latch may provide directional- by-side interactions appear to form the backbone of the
entire body. The packing of the mutually perpendicularity and prevent dissociation.
H3 and H4 creates a highly compact fold in the five-way
junction, H3/H4/H16/H17/H18, which is connected toThe Body
the central pseudoknot through H3. The loops of H16The body of the 30S subunit has a relatively compact
and H18 form one side of the latch, as described above.lower part (“foot”) and a wider and more flexible upper
The putative path taken by the messenger is locatedregion, comprising the platform, the shoulder, and the
in this region. The components likely to interact withdecoding-center cleft. The foot appears to serve as an
mRNA as it threads its way from the latch into the chan-anchor to control the inclination and orientation of the
nel include the loop of H18 and proteins S3, S4, S5, andmain features in the intersubunit interface and in the
S12. S4, S5, and S12 (Baranov et al., 1999) probablydecoding center. It contains H6-H11 and protein S20
assist the directionality of the decoding process and(Figure 2). H7 runs longitudinally, parallel to H44, and
the accuracy in translation, as it has been observed thatbranches into H8, which defines the lower boundary of
ram (ribosomal ambiguity) mutations in S4 and S5 causethe particle. H9 has extensive groove–groove contacts
misreading and the restrictive mutations in S12 enhancewith H7, with its tetraloop facing outward. H7 connects
the fidelity (van Acken, 1975; Wittmann-Liebold andwith H11, which is sandwiched between H7 and H44.
Greuer, 1978; Alksne et al., 1993). The anti-Shine-Dal-Helices H6–H11 and the distal end of H44 are clamped
garno sequence, which is located at the 39 end of thetogether by a highly a-helical protein, identified as S20,
16S RNA hybridizes with the incoming 59 end of thebased on immunoelectron microscopy (Schwedler et al.,
mRNA. By use of an mRNA analog (a cDNA oligomer of1993) and directed hydroxyl radical probing (Culver and
22 nucleotides) to which heavy atom markers had beenNoller, 1998). Its sequence (to be published) shows peri-
bound prior to hybridization, the 39 end of the 16S RNAodically distributed lysines and arginines that form a
could be located near H45 on the upper side of thepositively charged surface to contact the sugar-phos-
platform, in the vicinity of S11 and the binding site ofphate backbone of the RNA. These characteristics sug-
initiation factor IF3 (Tocilj et al., 1999; Auerbach et al.,gest that S20 recognizes RNA structure rather than se-
2000; Bashan et al., 2000; further details to be pub-quence, and indeed, neither the distal end of H44 nor
lished).the segment H8-H9 has a highly conserved nucleotide
sequence. Despite its remote location, S20 contributes
significantly to the decoding process: mutants lacking The Head and Neck
The head (Figure 2) contains most of the 39 region ofS20 exhibit misreading, temperature sensitivity, reduced
capacity for intersubunit association, and impaired P the 16S RNA (but not, of course, the last two helices,
H44 and H45). It interacts with mRNA, elongation factorsite codon–anticodon interaction (Gotz et al., 1990; Ry-
den-Aulin et al., 1993). S20 must therefore function in G, tRNA, and several antibiotics (Dontsova et al., 1992;
Wilson and Noller, 1998; Stark et al., 2000). The proteinspart by maintaining the correct orientation of H44.
The effects of mutations in S20 demonstrate an impor- of the head appear to help stabilize its fold, which con-
tains short helices and several multihelix junctions withtant consequence of the striking architecture of the
body. In this construction three major longitudinal ele- complicated architecture. The head proteins fall mainly,
but not exclusively, into two groups, on opposite sidesments, H44, H16/H17, and H7, act as structural pillars
that extend for over 110 A˚. They can therefore not only of the domain, as suggested by early immunoelectron
microscopy (Oakes et al., 1986; Sto¨ffler and Sto¨ffler-stabilize the body but also transmit conformational
changes and displacements over a very long distance. Meilicke, 1986). The crest of the head contains H41 and
H42; the nose includes H33 and H33a; the side oppositeThe platform (Figure 2) contributes to P site tRNA
binding and is known to shift when subunits associate the nose contains the stacked helices H35/H36/H38/
H39. Helices H29, H30, and H32 wrap around the head(Gabashvili et al., 1999b). It contains H20–H24 and pro-
teins S6, S8, S11, S15, and S18 (Figure 2). Its central and form a link to it. This unusual RNA arrangement
creates an oval-shaped protein pocket. The three-waysubstructure, containing all proteins mentioned above
apart from S11, has been studied at high resolution junction loop connecting H28, H29, and H43 is organized
as a highly conserved, modular RNA motif (Leontis and(Agalarov et al., 2000; Nikulin et al., 2000) and part of it
has been assigned in crystallographic studies of the Westhof, 1998), with similarity to loop E (Szewczak et
al., 1993). This junction loop contributes to the P siteentire subunit at low resolution (Clemons et al., 1999).
In essence, all four independently determined structures for tRNA (Leontis and Westhof, 1998). Protein S7, which
has been specifically crosslinked to tRNA and mRNAare closely related. However, we observed differences
in the relative locations of some of the platform’s compo- analogs (Dontsova et al., 1991), binds to this loop. In
our model, S7 lies closer to the E site tRNA than to thenents, when comparing the structures of our activated
particle and of the nonactivated one (Clemons et al., P site tRNA, but its effects on stability of the fold of the
16S RNA could propagate to the entire decoding center.1999). The coaxial stack, H23 and H22, define one arm
of the broad, L-shaped domain, and H21, which projects H28 is the only covalent connection from the body to
the head. The base-pair mismatches within it causetoward the shoulder, defines the other. Groove-to-
groove contacts between H23 and H24 anchor the base some structural deviations from strict A-form geometry;
it is possible that these deviations are related to theof the platform; H25 and H26, mutually perpendicular,
form a binding surface for S8. Contacts between H22 postulated role of the neck as a hinge for global head
motions. Variability in the shape of the head, as seenand H25 further tighten the core of the structure. The
platform and the shoulder are connected by a protein- by cryo-EM (Frank et al., 1995; Stark et al., 1995;
Gabashvili et al., 1999a; Harms et al., 1999) and byrich belt, which contains S4, S5, and S8 (Figure 2).
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and rigidify the particle (Tocilj et al., 1999). X-ray diffraction dataX-ray crystallography (Clemons et al., 1999), shows that
were collected at 95K, using bright synchrotron radiation. The dataadjustments and conformational changes may occur
were recorded on image-plate (MAR 345) or CCD (Mar, Quantum 4,within the domain, in addition to the suggested hinge
or APS2) and processed with DENZO (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997).motions about the neck. Conformational changes of ei-
They were reduced either with SCALEPACK (Otwinowski and Minor,
ther type may take place even within crystals, and the 1997) or with the CCP4 package (Bailey, 1994).
head may be stabilized by association with the large
subunit or by nonribosomal elements, such as the W
MIRAS Phasingclusters in our crystals (Tocilj et al., 1999). Indeed, the
MIRAS phasing was carried out as summarized in Table 1. The W18apparent variability in the orientation of the head is likely
sites were obtained from difference Patterson and residual maps.
to be coupled to the movement of the platform, which Minor sites and sites of the smaller heavy-atom compounds were
is known to shift upward upon subunit interaction, IF3 obtained form difference Fourier and residual maps. Phase refine-
binding or heat activation (Gabashvili et al., 1999b, ment was performed using SHARP (de la Fortelle and Bricogne,
2000). Global shifts of around 5–6 A˚ of the platform were 1997), by sequential addition of the derivatives after prerefinement.
Individual W atoms of the well-ordered W18 clusters were usedalso observed by superposition of the coordinates of
for phasing beyond 4.5 A˚; otherwise, the tungsten clusters werethe penultimate helix as determined for the nonactivated
represented by their spherically averaged form-factor.small subunit at 5.5 A˚ (Clemons et al., 1999 and PDB
IQD7) on the structure of the functionally activated parti-
cle presented here. Density Modification
Density modification was carried out using SOLOMON (Abrahams
and Leslie, 1996). To remove potential bias of W18, the densityConclusions
modification procedure was altered to include gradually the low-The picture of the ribosomal small subunit that emerges resolution terms.
from our analysis is one of a precisely engineered ma-
chine, with shifts coupled over long as well as short
Modeldistances to create a defined sequence of events at the
The model was built using the sequence of the 16S RNA and thedecoding center. Thus, mutational changes at the foot
proteins from T. thermophilus (except for protein S16, for which weof the subunit can affect the accuracy of translation, exploited the sequence of Bacillus subtilis since that of T. thermophi-
because long helices link the foot with the center of the lus was not available). The program O (Jones and Kjeldgaard, 1997)
subunit, and motions of the head may open and close was used for map interpretation. Initially the map was interpreted at
the mRNA latch. The head and platform motions may 3.8 A˚. At that stage the map was sufficiently clear that the backbone
be coupled to the state of the switch helix, H27. The phosphates could be positioned unambiguously for most of the
RNA chain. Density for the bases was present, but individual basesdecoding center itself is formed exclusively of RNA, and
were hardly separated. The RNA chain was traced by followingeven the closest proteins, S12 and S7, seem to serve
features in the map, while maintaining acceptable bond lengths andancillary functions such as stabilizing required confor-
angles. Subsequently we consulted the primary sequence and themation and assisting the translocation. The kinks in
secondary-structure diagrams of the 16S RNA (Gutell et al., 1999)mRNA are enforced by the shape of the decoding site, to confirm our interpretation. In most cases, no significant discrep-
and the positions of the anticodons of A and P site ancies were detected. The few disagreements are associated mainly
tRNAs are determined by cavities bounded by poly- with multiple junctions. One example is the three-way junction of
nucleotide. A more extensive description of the dynam- H28/H29/H43, which does not show the triplet formation but instead
ics of mRNA association and translocation will clearly contains an E loop motif, as suggested by (Leontis and Westhof,
1998). Where coordinates for individual proteins were available, theyrequire many additional structures, among them of anti-
were introduced as rigid bodies, and rebuilt as needed. We alsobiotics-bound particles, such as edeine. The present
consulted the structures of the RNA-protein complexes that becameresults provide a structural framework for better under-
available after our 3.8 A˚ map was traced. The spatial arrangementstanding the mechanisms associated with the decoding
of the rRNA chains was found to be in reasonable agreement withof the genetic information. They make the first complete most of the independently derived biochemical and biophysical
bridge from the language of gross anatomy to the lan- data.
guage of chemistry at close to atomic resolution. The current 3.3 A˚ map shows a large number of well-resolved
individual bases and protein side chains (Figure 1). The folds of the
proteins that had not been determined by NMR or X-ray crystallogra-Experimental Procedures
phy could be assigned directly from the map. We also could trace
most of the previously undetermined parts of those proteins thatCrystals
Crystals in space group P41212 (a 5 b 5 406.3 A˚; c 5 173.1 A˚), have been analyzed as isolated entities by crystallography or NMR.
An example for our assignment strategy at its initial stage is givenwere grown from heat-activated (Zamir et al., 1971) 30S sub-
unit from T. thermophilus, as described in (Tocilj et al., 1999). below. Apart from S7 and S19, the structures of the head proteins
have not been determined independently, but density for the major-Postcrystallization heat activation, followed by stabilization by
(K6(P2W18)O62)14H2O (called here W18), was performed to increase ity was readily detected even in our 3.8 A˚ map. The a-helical region
above S7 was assigned to S9, exploiting crosslinking data (Baranovthe homogeneity of the activated form within the crystals, yielding
a dramatic increase in the resolution. The functionally active confor- et al., 1999). S13, containing three parallel a helices, was located
at the crest of the head in the vicinity of S19. This assignment reliedmation of the 30S subunits within these crystals (called here Wative)
was confirmed since they were found to be isomorphous with crys- on the pairing of S13 and S19 (Pohl and Wittmann-Liebold, 1988),
on immuno-EM results (Montesano-Roditis et al., 1993), and on thetals containing substrate analogs, the 59 end of mRNA (Tocilj et al.,
1999; Auerbach et al., 2000) or IF3, one of the factors that together position of a heavy-atom marker bound to an exposed cysteine of
S13, prior to the crystallization (Weinstein et al., 1999). The mapwith 30S and mRNA participates in the ribosomal initiation complex.
Cocrystals of 30S with either the initiation factor IF3 or the antibiotic shows features of an S6 motif near H39; as S10 cross links to RNA
components of this region and as its sequence predicts an S6-likeedeine were obtained under the same conditions. When treated by
W18, they yielded diffraction of comparable resolution (3.3–3.6 A˚). structure, we assigned S10 to this density. S2 was identified close
to H35-H37, in accord with biochemical data (Powers et al., 1988).Heavy-atom derivatives were prepared as described previously
(Tocilj et al., 1999). The crystals contain a single 30S particle and Once the resolution improved, several regions became clearer and
adjustments could be made.seven W18 clusters in an asymmetric unit. The clusters stabilize
Cell
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Refinement with CNS (Bru¨nger et al., 1998) and REFMAC (Murshu- W.E. (1998). Regions of 16S ribosomal RNA proximal to transfer
RNA bound at the P-site of Escherichia coli ribosomes. Biochemistrydov et al., 1999) are in progress. An initial rigid-body refinement
with bulk solvent correction yielded Rfree of 30.5%. The correctness 37, 1350–1356.
of the fit was assessed by using OMIT procedures, inspecting Carson, M. (1997). Ribbons. Methods Enzymol. 277, 493–505.
2Fo-Fc sigmaa weighted map (Bailey, 1994). Cate, J.H., Yusupov, M.M., Yusupova, G.Z., Earnest, T.N., and Noller,
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